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A.V. follows the adventure of a sentient music program living in a computer system – a program seeking to learn more about
itself and its world. But since our hero was o 5d3b920ae0
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It is a very, I mena VERY complex game. I can only recommend it for people that LOVE puzzule games, and are REALLY
good at them. Honestly this is the only game that I would say that you have to be prepaired to want your money back. It can very
easly confuse you to a point in which you can't do anything. If yu buy it, be prepared to want a refund very early in the game. So
sadly I can't really recommend this game.. *TLDR: Not really a TLDR but if all you want to know is if this game is for you,
watch the video that MartyrA2J made/posted in his review and all you need to see is at least the first 3-5 minutes to see if this is
a game that will interest you. I don't generally write reviews but I do pay attention to them and I am shocked that this is only
63% positive (at the time of writing this) and realized that it was the lack of reviews with only 2 bad ones (I feel like one of
those isn't fair as I've never experienced any lag at with Ultra Max graphic settings and I don't have an issue with the load times).
I'm writing this to try to get this game out of the "mixed" and into the "positive" catagory. I saw this game when it was on sale
and it looked very interesting so I bought it and it is easily worth the full 7 bucks. I am really enjoying the Sensory Experience
(which this game has won an achievement for). The music is awesome, the fact that everything interacts with the music is
amazing!! More to come as I spend more time in the game which I plan to do over the next couple weeks.. sorry but it kepet
crashing on my pc and it's realy frustrating but good game like graphis. Pretty interesting puzzler. Good visuals and fun to play
stoned.. This game seemed interesting at first, but quickly became confusing. The puzzles were hard, but not because they were
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difficult puzzles, just poorly made ones.. This game is really awesome! The concept is pretty neat, and I love how well the art,
style, and narration matches it.. The game looks really laggy, and the loading screens are really slow! I know this game is made
by a indie. But remember developer! There are some gamers who don't have SUPER PCs..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=May0AoF8PTo
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